WANT TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

The USC Price School Diversity in Planning Program

Half of humanity now lives in cities. As challenges of sustainability, economic development, human health, and democratic governance play out across the globe, urban planners will play a critical role.

The USC Price Graduate Program in Planning will host two one-day informational workshops in the fall for persons from under-represented backgrounds who are committed to improving the quality of life in underserved communities.

Dates:
Friday, September 26, 2014
Friday, October 24, 2014

For more information visit http://priceschool.usc.edu/diversityinplanning

Consider a career that lets you:
- Work towards environmentally and economically sustainable development
- Advocate for equity and social justice
- Learn to reshape city infrastructure for the 21st Century
- Be an urban development expert, in the US and abroad

These workshops will:
- Introduce you to the field of urban planning and the various careers in planning
- Facilitate discussions with nationally recognized practitioners and professionals in the field
- Allow you to meet current planning students and alumni
- Provide information on successfully applying to masters programs in planning
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